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Beijing’s 798 art district is hosting a series of contemporary art exhibitions

beginning on August 15, 2009. Known as the Beijing Biennial, the festival will bring

together over 70 Chinese and international artists.

The program’s artistic director, Zhu Qi, and its curatorial director of international

content, Marc Hungerbuhler, gave short speeches, and the ambassadors of

Germany, Chile and Korea, officials of Beijing government were also at presence.

The theme of the event is “constellations.” It comes from the idea that

constellations are made up of stars that seem close, but are in fact extremely far

away from each other. The exhibit will explore complex questions of distance and

position by examining the ways in which migration and marginalized people

interact and create cross-cultural identities.

Their exhibits will include painting, sculpture, photography, video, installation,

performance, sound works, media art, and site-specific public art.

The biennale will last until September 12, 2009.
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Models compete in New Silk Road contest in Sanya

'Pillars of National Unity' set up in Tian'anmen Square

China wants WTO talks on US tariffs

One year after Lehman Brothers collapsed

Dinosaur fossils back home

Hu to meet leaders in New York ahead of G20
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Federer stunned by del potro in US Open final
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Body art at international contest
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The new slip-edition,

with four broadsheet

colored pages,is

released from

Monday to Friday

with the original

24-page newspaper

in the Beijing area.

More than 100

craftsmen took part in

a traditional

handicraft

competition in Kaili,

southwest China's

Guizhou Province to

showcase their skills

of making embroidery

and silver wares etc.

China's battery and

electric carmaker

BYD Co is aiming to

become the nation's

largest passenger car

manufacturer ahead

of its targeted 2015

schedule.

Continuing to rebuild

and recover,

Afghanistan struggles

to grapple with

poverty, the Taliban

insurgency and the
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